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Abstract
Cloud computing offers an innovative organization and user ability share, store and retrieve data
anytime and from anywhere. Recently companies have increases to adopting cloud computing.
The main concerns in adopting cloud computing about the security issues. The critical aspect in
cloud computing is security due to privacy and sensitive information. As a lot of users in the
company share confidential and critical data on a cloud so the important part is how the data be
secured. This paper discusses overview of the cloud computing and presents proposes a cloud
security performance management (CSPM) model. Presents experimentation and evolution based
in performance in different data size. Applying asymmetric encryption by using RSA and ECC
algorithm. Show scenarios between RSA vs ECC in storing and retrieval data inside proposed
CSPM model. Presents CSPM Model-Store algorithm and CSPM Model-Retrieve algorithm.
Keywords: Cloud computing, cloud security, asymmetric encryption data, RSA algorithm, ECC
algorithm.
1. Introduction
The definition of cloud computing is presented by the most popular definition by NIST: defined
as a model enabling access to network for request to a common configurable group of computing
supplies such as storing, applications and servers any time[1], [2],[3].
The cloud computing motivated the companies for adopting the cloud computing. Recently,
companies around the world are increasingly using cloud computing[1]. The main benefit of using
cloud computing is reducing the IT costs and increase the capabilities also reachability for
delivered services[4],[5]. The concerns in adopting cloud computing about the security
issues[6],[7],[8]. As a result of the essential of continues need for data security in the cloud
computing. So, critical aspect in the cloud computing is security due to privacy and sensitive
information[9]. A lot of companies share confidential and critical data on the cloud computing so
the important is focus in the part of how the data be secured[10],[11],[12].
This paper focuses on issues relating to storing and retrieval data in secure cloud[1]. The worried
side about CIA which are confidentiality, availability and integrity of data in the cloud from attacks
and damage of cloud services[13],[14].
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents overview of cloud
computing. Section 3 discussed CSPM model. Section 4 presents experiment and evaluation of
CSPM mode. Section 5 discussed scenarios of CSPM model. Section 6 discussed Algorithms of
CSPM model in data storing and retrieval. Section 7 will conclude the paper.
2. Overview of cloud computing
Cloud computing considered as next generation in various fields everyone from anywhere using
cloud computing on a daily basis, such as Microsoft Office 365, Gmail Dropbox, Gmail, etc[15] .
The main concept of the cloud computing is to reduce the continuous essential to maintain an
internal data center. In addition to relocation the company or organization data to a remote site on
the provide cloud site [16] , [7].
Cloud computing divided into three layers as it includes the first layer cloud computing
deployment models which contains public cloud, private cloud, community cloud and hybrid cloud
[13]. The second layer cloud computing characteristics which are on-demand self-service. After
that broad network access, resource pooling which are establish resources that could be
infrastructure, storage, platform, or data. The rapid elasticity that's provide the flexible
provisioned[10]. The measure service and finally cloud computing delivery models which it's are
software as a Service (SaaS), platform as a service (PaaS), and infrastructure as a service (IaaS).
Figure1. shows the cloud environment layers[13],[16],[17].

Figure1. Cloud Environment layers adopt from NIST [18]
3. CSPM Model
This section presents a secure model called CSPM model. It provides storing and retrieval data
in secure cloud. This model store data by using asymmetric encryption algorithm which have
public and privet key and using combined authentication process in two stages which distinguishes
it from traditional process.
CSPM model does not ensure and maintain the security with one authentication step. It avoids the
disadvantage effects of traditional authentication and send data in plain text. It reduced security
risks against intruder insider in environment of cloud computing and decreases the disadvantage
effect using encryption techniques[19],[20],[21]. CSPM model contain of several components
which are user, endpoint, cloud broker, standby cloud broker, DBMS in CSPM as clear. Two stages
the first stage combined authentication process in endpoint side. Second stage combined
authentication process 2 in cloud broker side. Figure2. illustrates CSPM model. Figure3. illustrates
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the CAP 1 in stage 1 and Figure4. illustrates CAP 2 in stage 2. More details regarding CSPM
model can be found in our previous research[22].

Figure2. Proposed CSPM model

Figure3. Combined authentication proses 1
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Figure4. Combined authentication proses 2
4. Experiment and Evaluation
This section describe experimentation between two techniques which are RSA asymmetric
encryption and ECC encryption in different data size to make comparison based their performance.
The experiment done by Java language to show and describe storing of data and data retrieval
procedure. The experiment provides evaluation of different kinds of queries, such as exact match,
range and aggregate query.
4.1 Data storing procedure
This section presents data storing procedure in CSPM model. The procedure begin from user sends
data to store in cloud. we implement experimentation for data storing procedure in CSPM model
using constant data size 1MB and 5MB by RSA and ECC asymmetric encryption.
Figure 5. and 6. illustrate the performance of the RSA data storing procedure for each data size
and ECC data storing procedure for each data size as well.

Figure5. RSA data Storing with Size 1MB.
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Figure6. RSA data Storing with Size 5MB.
The performing data storing procedure in RSA asymmetric encryption increases as the size of data
increases and decreases if the size is reduced. Although the cost of time increases along with the
increase in size of data, the increase will lead to improved level of security.
In Figure 7. and Figure 8. illustrate the performance for the ECC data storing procedure for each
data size.

Figure7. ECC. Data Storing with Size 1MB.

Figure8. ECC. Data Storing with Size 5MB.
Based in result we found in storing procedure
we found the RSA asymmetric encryption cost time faster than ECC asymmetric encryption.
4.2 Data retrieval procedure
This section presents data retrieval varies forms of queries such as the aggregation, the exact
match, and the range query inside proposed CSPM model. The procedure of data retrieval in the
CSPM model begin with user’s query rewriting in the DBMS and then send this query to CSP
after decryption retrieval to user. We perform the procedure of data retrieval by using RSA
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asymmetric encryption and ECC asymmetric encryption. Figure9. and Figure10. evaluate time in
RSA aggregation type of query inside CSPM model with two size of data 1MB, 5MB. The cost of
time for the aggregation query procedure increases with the size of data increase and reduce if the
size reduced.

Figure9.RSA aggregation comparison between three size (1MB,5MB).
Figure10. evaluates time in RSA exact match type of query inside CSPM model.

Figure10.RSA exact match comparison between three size (1MB,5MB).
Figure11. evaluates time in RSA range type of query inside CSPM model in different type of size
which are 1MB, and 5MB. The cost of time for the range query procedure increases with the size
of data increase and reduce if the size reduced.

Figure11. RSA range comparison between three size (1MB,5MB).
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In Figure12., time evaluation of three types of query in RSA which are the aggregation, exact
match, and range query inside CSPM model with size 1MB data will be given. The time cost for
the three type of queries procedure shown the highest period in range query.

Figure12. Comparison between three types of queries in RSA with 1MBsize of data.
Figure13. evaluates time performance in three types of query in RSA which are the aggregation,
exact match, and range query inside CSPM model with size 5MB data. The time cost for the three
type of queries procedure increases when size of data increase so, the cost of time shown the
highest period in range query. But in aggregation type we found it query outperform the exact
match as it is clear in Figure13.

Figure13. Comparison between three types of queries with 5MBsize of data.
Based on what analyzed, we found that when the data increased the time in inquiries also increased,
as we also found the fastest query is RSA exact much query.
Figure14. and Figure15, evaluate time performance in ECC exact match, aggregation and type of
query inside CSPM model with two size of data 1MB and 5MB. The cost of time for the
aggregation query procedure increases if the size of data increased and reduce if the size reduced.
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Figure14.ECC exact match comparison between three size (1MB,5MB).

Figure15.ECC aggregation comparison between three size (1MB,5MB)

Figure16. ECC range comparison between three size (1MB,5MB)
In Figure17., it evaluate time performance in three types of query in ECC which are the
aggregation, exact match, and range query inside CSPM model with size 1MB data. The time cost
for the three type of queries procedure shown the highest period in range query.

Figure17. Comparison between three types of queries in ECC with 1MB size of data.
In Figure18. example, it evaluate time in three types of query in ECC which are the aggregation,
exact match, and range query inside CSPM model with size 5MB data. The time cost for the three
type of queries procedure increases when size of data increase so, the cost of time shown the
highest period in range query.
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Figure18. Comparison between three types of queries in ECC with 5MB size of data.
5

CSPM Scenarios

This section presents several scenarios of CSPM model with RSA and ECC cryptographic models
with the evaluation of the total objective of performance of CSPM model in the cloud computing
environment. The experimentation is written by using Java language to simulate the performance
of asymmetric cryptography in the cloud broker is placed on the user-side inside private cloud or
the company network. CSPM model located on the user-side inside the company network. The
experiments were executed on 32GB of RAM, quad-core up to 4.90 GHz, i7-10510U CPU
connected to cloud serves provider that’s to simulate data queries response from different location
by using different data sizes such as 1MB, 5MB in the cloud environment.
The experimentation provides a comparison evaluation of two models: the RSA model using the
asymmetric block cipher with public key and privet key[23],[24]. the ECC model elliptic curves
cryptography is asymmetric technique block cipher with public key and privet key[25]. The main
goal of comparison is to show the performance of using the RSA and ECC asymmetric
cryptography in CSPM model in term storge and retrieval data inside our CSPM model.
5.1 Data Storage Performance
(RSA vs ECC)
In this section we presents two different scenarios related data storage performance in the CSPM
model with the two asymmetric cryptography RSA and ECC algorithms. Section 5.2 continue
presents scenarios of data retrieval 3-5 related to data retrieval in CSPM model.
Scenario 1: Data storage procedure comparison between RSA asymmetric algorithm and
ECC asymmetric algorithm inside CSPM model with data size 1MB. Figure 19 and 20
illustrate comparison of time cost between RSA and ECC data storing procedure for data
size 1MB and 5MB.
Aim:
Scenario 1 shows the data storage procedure in the CSPM model. The objectives of this scenario
are to presents the performance of data storage procedure by using RSA algorithm and ECC
algorithm within proposed CSPM model in the cloud with data size 1MB. As clear in Figure19.
illustrate comparison of time cost between RSA and ECC data storing procedure for data size 1MB
with 5 cycle and the result shown by millisecond (ms).
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Figure19. Data storing procedure compression between RSA and ECC algorithm with size
1MB
Scenario 2: Data storage procedure comparison between RSA asymmetric algorithm and
ECC asymmetric algorithm inside CSPM model with increase data size 5 MB.
Aim:
Scenario 2 Similar to Scenario 1 show the data storage procedure in the CSPM model but increases
the size of data. The objectives of this scenario are to presents the performance of data storage
procedure by using RSA algorithm and ECC algorithm within proposed CSPM model in the cloud
with data size 5MB. As clear in Figure 20. It illustrates comparison of time cost between RSA and
ECC data storing procedure for data size 5MB with 5 cycle and the result show by millisecond
(ms).

Figure20. Data storing procedure compression between RSA and ECC algorithm with size
5MB
Results and Discussion of Scenarios 1, 2 :
Based on result and analyze of scenario 1 and 2 with different size of data storage procedures. We
did experimentation to simulate performance of data storage in the CSPM model with data size
1MB (Scenario 1) and the with size 5 MB in (Scenario 2) by using RSA and ECC models and both
of two scenarios use asymmetric cryptographic techniques.
The RSA technique is asymmetric block cipher with public key and privet key was created in 1978
by Leonard Adleman, Ron Rivest and Adi Shamir. Asymmetric key encryption is used to distribute
the key in a secure way [17]. However, ECC elliptic curves cryptography is asymmetric technique
block cipher with public key and privet key was created by Koblitz and Victor Miller 1980s [25].
The Evaluation of results from Scenario 1 and 2 are used for the comparison based in performance
in this section. the scenario begins from the user provide to storing data inside cloud. Receiver unit
received the data from user to storing this data in the cloud. This is done in cloud broker encryption
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the data by asymmetric cryptography. We found that the RSA technique is much faster than the
ECC technique in two scenarios with 1MB and 5 MB with 5 cycles in each scenario. Furthermore,
the cloud virtual machine migration, load balancing process, and other cloud applications have
[27-31] impact on it.
5.2 Data retrieval performance
(RSA vs ECC)
This Section presents different scenarios in relation to the data retrieval performance in the
proposed CSPM model with RSA and ECC technique.
The main idea is analyzing our CSPM model with different queries such as rang, exact much,
aggregation and with different size of data such as 5MB.
In the side of data retrieval performance, we perform varies comparison forms of queries like the
aggregation, the exact match, and the range query between RSA and ECC technique. The
procedure of data retrieval in the CSPM model begin with rewriting the user's query in the DBMS
and then send this query to CSP after decryption data inside cloud broker return the result of user’s
query. In scenario 3 ,4 and 5 evaluate the performance retrieval data comparison in RSA and ECC
exact much type of query inside CSPM model with size of data 5MB.
The cost of time for the RSA exact much query procedure faster than ECC exact much query.
Scenario 3: Data retrieval procedure comparison the exact much query between RSA
asymmetric algorithm and ECC asymmetric algorithm inside CSPM model with data size 5
MB.
Aims:
Scenario 1 show the data retrieval procedure inside the CSPM model. The objectives of this
scenario are to presents the performance of data retrieval procedure by using RSA algorithm and
ECC algorithm with exact much query within CSPM model in the cloud with data size 5MB. When
the user sends exact much query how much the time takes in both techniques RSA and ECC. As
clear in Figure21, the comparison of time performance between RSA and ECC data retrieval
procedure for exact much query with data size 5MB. The shown result given in 5 cycle and the
result presented by millisecond (ms).

Figure21. Data retrieval time exact match comparison between RSA and ECC with
size 5MB.
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Scenario 4: Data retrieval procedure comparison the range query between RSA asymmetric
algorithm and ECC asymmetric algorithm inside CSPM model with data size 5 MB.
Aims:
Scenario 4 Similar to Scenario 3, which show the data retrieval procedure inside the CSPM model.
The objectives of this scenario are to presents the performance of data retrieval procedure by using
RSA algorithm and ECC algorithm but with the range query and with same size of data with 5MB
within CSPM model in the cloud. It discusses how much the time takes in both techniques RSA
and ECC when user sends exact much query. As clear in Figure22. illustrate the comparison of
performance between RSA and ECC techniques of data retrieval procedure with data size 5MB
with 5 cycle and the result shown by millisecond (ms).

Figure22. Data retrieval time range comparison between RSA and ECC with size 5MB.
Scenario 5: Data retrieval procedure comparison the aggregation query between RSA
asymmetric algorithm and ECC asymmetric algorithm inside CSPM model with data size 5
MB.
Aims:
Scenario 5 similar to scenario 4 and 3, which shows the data retrieval procedure inside the CSPM
model. The objectives of this scenario are to presents the time performance of data retrieval
procedure by using RSA algorithm and ECC algorithm but with the aggregation query and with
same size of data with 5MB within CSPM model in the cloud. When the user sends exact much
query, how much the time takes in both techniques RSA and ECC. As clear in Figure23. It
illustrates the comparison of time performance between RSA and ECC techniques of data retrieval
procedure with data size 5MB with 5 cycle and the result shown by millisecond (ms).
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Figure23. Data retrieval time aggregation comparison between RSA and ECC with size
5MB.
Results and Discussion of Scenarios 3, 4 and 5:
Based on result and analyses of scenario 3, 4 and 5 with different queries of data retrieval
procedures. We did our experimentation in the same size 5MB to simulate the performance of data
retrieval in the CSPM model with exact much query in (Scenario 3) and with the range query in
(Scenario 4) and with the aggregation query in (Scenario 5 ) by using RSA and ECC models . All
scenarios using asymmetric cryptographic techniques.
as clear in pervious section The RSA technique is asymmetric block cipher with public key and
privet key was created in 1978 by Leonard Adleman, Ron Rivest and Adi Shamir. However, ECC
elliptic curves cryptography is asymmetric technique block cipher with public key and privet key
was created by Koblitz and Victor Miller 1980.
The Evaluation of results from Scenario 3 ,4 and 5 in three queries exact much, range, and
aggregation queries with size 5MB are used for the comparison based in performance in this
section. The scenario begins from the user requested based in query to retrieval data from cloud.
Retrieve the data from cloud to the concern user. This is done in cloud broker decryption the data
by user's key public. We found the RSA technique is much faster than the ECC technique in three
queries of retrieval. Table1: show the summery of five scenarios by using RSA and ECC
cryptography to evaluated performance inside CSPM model.
Table1: Summery of performance scenarios 1-5.
Scenario

Performance metrics

Model type

Data size

Scenario 1

Data storage

RSA, ECC

1 MB

Scenario 2

Data storage

RSA, ECC

5 MB

Scenario 3

Data Retrieval
RSA, ECC
(exact much query)
Data Retrieval
RSA, ECC
(range query)
Data
Retrieval RSA, ECC
(aggregation query)

5 MB

Scenario 4
Scenario 5

6

5 MB
5 MB

Algorithms

This section describes the data storing procedure (Algorithm 1) and the data retrieval procedure
such as aggregation, exact much and rang (Algorithm 2).
6.1 Data Storing Procedure
In the CSPM model the data storing procedure include data from the data provider to cloud service
provider to store into DBMS inside cloud. This is done after executing asymmetric encryption for
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the data. Figure24. shows (Algorithm 1) the CSPM model-Store algorithm. The main idea of the
CSPM model- Store algorithm starts from line 9 that's receive the data from the data provider or
user to storing this data in the cloud. After that, the receiver unit inside the cloud broker received
this data (line 11). This is done after check unit inside cloud broker check the validation of user.
Then the key generation unit, generate the keys, public key and privet key, public key store it in
data sours and privet key store it in user device in TPM “trust platform module” that located in
user computer motherboard. The TPM “Trusted Platform Module " part of user computer
motherboard, it's a chip designed for a secure hardware when integrate cryptographic keys. It’s
stander for a secure and trust crypto processor. The major function of trusted platform module is
storage, create keys and secure management for the cryptographic. Then, the encryption unit inside
the cloud broker encrypted data inside of data storage. Figure 25. shows the sequential diagram of
CSPM model storing data stage.
In the following acronyms algorithm will illustrated the acronyms used in the CSPM model-store
algorithms: Cloud(C), user(U), key Generation Unit (KGU), Receiver Unit (RU), Sender Unit
(SU), Check Unit (CU), Encryption Unit (EU), Decryption Unit (DU), Data(Da) and Data Storge
(DS). LK length of keys, User Device (UD), Cipher Text (CT), Public Key (PuK), Privet Key
(PrK).

Algorithm 1: CSPM Model-Store
1
2
3

13

Procedure CSPM Model -Store(Da)
Input:
Required modulus bit length of k. // Typical the bit of RSA key lengths
are 1024,2048,3072,4096.
PuK // public key for each user
Da // data that should be submit by user in plain text PT form
Output:
CT // cipher text form stored in DBMS inside the cloud
Begin
U sends Da // user submit the data from user data device to cloud.
CU ← U // check unit check the validation of cap2 exact much the
authorize user inside cloud broker.
RU ← Da // the data has been sent from user and received by RU inside
cloud broker.
KGU Generate keys for each U // Before the encrypt data, Key
generation should be done and each user have public key and private
key
Select random two of distinct prime numbers A and B.

14

N ← A* B // n is known as the modulus.

15
16

Ø(N) ←[26]. // calculate Euler’s totient function
LK ← Ø(N) // Euler’s consider as length of key

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
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17
18
19

Select an integer E. where 1 < E < Ø(N) & GCD of (E, Ø(N)) =1
Return E
PaK← E // The result of E released as public key of the user

20
21
22

D←modinv (E, LK) // D is a multiplicate of inverse of E mod Ø(n).
D ← 𝐸 −1 𝑚𝑜𝑑 Ø(N) // calculation D
PrK← D // The result of D released as Privet key of the user

23
24

DS sends PaK // Public key stored in data store
UD sends PrK // Privet key sends to user device
TPM store UD // In user device in motherboard there is a small chip
called trust platform module maintain privet key
EU← Da // data in plain text transfer it to encryption unit to encrypted
data and conformant into cipher text form

25

26

EU← 𝐶 = 𝐷𝑎𝑃𝑢𝐾 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑁 // calculate encryption equation

27

DS ← EU // after encrypted data then stored data in data storge

28
29

SU ← DS // Data storge unit sends cipher text to sender unit
SU sends CT to CSP into C // sender unit inside cloud broker sends
cipher text to cloud server provider inside the cloud
DBMS ← CSP into C // cloud server provider stored data in DBMS
inside cloud
END

30
34

Figure24. CSPM Model-Store Algorithm

Figure25. Sequential diagram, CSPM model storing data stage.
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6.2 Data retrieval procedure
In the CSPM model data retrieving process begins when the user request query to the cloud. User
sends queries and received by the cloud broker. Figure26. shows (Algorithm 2) of the CSPM
Model- Retrieve algorithm. The main idea of the CSPM Model- Retrieve algorithm start from (line
4) that's receive the query of user by receiver unit. This done after check unit inside the cloud
broker check the user verification on CAP2. Then the sender unit sends the query to CSP. CSP
rewriting the query and retrieved from DBMS. Then return result to decryption unit inside the
cloud broker. Decryption Unit ask user to enter privet key to decrypt the query and sender unit
return the result to user. Figure27. shows the sequential diagram of CSPM model retrieval data
stage.

Algorithm 2: CSPM Model-Retrieve
1
2
3
4
5
6
3
4
5
6
6
7
8
9
11
12
13
14
15

Function CSPM-Model Retrieve (user query)
Input:
User’s query
Output:
Result of user query
Begin
U sends Qu // user sends query, there are three types of queries
(range, aggregation, exact much)
CU ← U // check unit check the validation of cap2 exact much the
authorize user inside cloud broker.
RU ← Qu // received unit received user query
SU← RU // received unit pass the user query to sender unit
SU sends Qu to CSP // sender unit sends the query to cloud services
provider to retrieve query
CSP rewriting Qu for DBMS // cloud serves provider rewriting the
query and retrieved from DBMS
CSP return result (CT) // cloud serves provider return result in cipher
text form
RU ← result (CT) // receiver unit inside cloud broker receives user’s
query
DU ← 𝐷𝑎 = 𝐶𝑇 𝑃𝑟𝐾 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒 N // decryption unit received data in
cipher form and calculate decryption equation
SU←DU // decryption unit after applied decryption equation sends
query to sender unit
SU sends result Qu // sender unit sends the result of query
Result // user gets the result of query
END
Figure 26. CSPM Model-Retrieve Algorithm
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Figure 27. Sequential diagram, CSPM model retrieval data stage.
7 Conclusion and future work
Cloud computing offers great potential for improving productivity and reducing costs. There are
still many security holes in the clouds, the attacker continues to exploit these vulnerabilities. The
main key of this research is to analize the time performance of proposed new model namely CSPM
model which use asymmetric algorithm encryption and combined authentication prosses. We did
experimentation in storing and retrieval data inside proposed model. This research discussed some
scenarios comparison between RSA and ECC asymmetric encryption in storing and retrieval data
in different size.
In the future work we scheme and proposal to compare CSPM model with other models,
systems, and cryptography algorithms in encryption and decryption other than the RSA and ECC.
Also, we plan to apply our model in real environment in privet cloud and get more and reliable
result. we will in line to provide to the efforts in examining risks of cloud security and the
countermeasures to cloud security breaks.
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